_______________________________________

A big thank you to everyone for taking part in the campaign for the liberation of the Saharawi political
prisoners!
On 7 November 2001, the Moroccan radio announced the amnesty of 24 Saharawi prisoners (2
prisoners had been freed at the end of their sentences, two days before), the very ones that we asked
you to take action for in our last Karama in September. Joy exploded in the occupied zones, as if fear
had fallen away, as if everything had suddenly become possible. However, the days following were
cruel.

Imagine the Saharawis of El Ayoun singing, dancing and celebrating in a popular festival and with
unprecedented emotion, the liberation of their brothers just out of Moroccan prisons a few days earlier.
Imagine Mohamed Daddach, condemned to death, a prisoner for 24 years, welcomed to El Ayoun like
a hero: hundreds of Saharawis file past him kissing him, touching him, embracing him. This man who
was believed dead has come back; despite his delicate health, his hunger strikes, which have
weakened him, he has never denied what he is certain of: He says it again and again: the Sahara is
not Moroccan and he is a Saharawi. The party music had scarcely died away before the repression
and torture and imprisonments began again.
Twenty three political prisoners had been arrested for having demonstrated in El Ayoun and Smara.
They started an unlimited hunger strike and detainees in common law joined them. On the morning of
2 January, as they had already done before, 70 mothers of the detainees gathered in front of the
district office to demand their immediate release. With no result.
The bright spell had been short-lived. How can we interpret these spectacular liberations which follow
an international involvement to be sure, but equally an unprecedented mobilisation of Saharawis in
Western Sahara itself, and in Morocco? Can they be understood as linked to the liberation of
Moroccan prisoners just freed by the Polisario or with its decision not to intervene during the passage
of the Dakar rally through the Western Sahara?
Our vigilance must be permanent. We cannot doze off and leave today's prisoners in silence and
indifference. But more action awaits us also. It concerns the disappeared Saharawis.

"It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare, but because we don't dare
that these things are difficult." (Seneca, known as the philosopher )

Welcome of Mohamed Daddach in El Ayoun 10 November 2000
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